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Rescue Squad Mater Cars Toons
Lightning McQueen, the hot-shot rookie race car, is on his way to the race of a lifetime to claim the coveted Piston Cup. But Lightning hits a bump in the road along his journey. Find out if his dream of
becoming a champion will come true!
"Grab a trackside seat as the cars and trucks of Hot Wheels go for the gold by pulling off some hair-raising stunts in the annual Super Stunt Show."--Cover back.
Lightning McQueen and his best friend Mater love having fun. One night, the two friends race to the tractor field to enjoy their favorite activity: tractor-tipping! But when Sheriff pulls up and spoils their fun,
Lightning and Mater have to go to traffic court. As punishment, the judge sentences Lightning and Mater to community service! But each time Lightning and Mater try to help out in the community, they are
more interested in having fun than getting to work. Will the two friends be able to buckle down and help their friends in Radiator Springs?
On his way to the race of a lifetime to claim the coveted Piston Cup, Lightning McQueen, the hot-shot rookie race car, hits a bump in the road along his journey, in a title based on the new Disney/Pixar
animated film. Original.
Mater tells Lightning McQueen about the time he was a fire truck.
Read along with Disney! Elena and her friend Naomi go on a dig and discover that hundreds of magical, mischievous creatures are about to descend upon Avalor, threatening to wreak havoc! Naomi's
abilities will be put to the test... will Elena and Naomi save the day?
When Mater visits a town full of airplanes, he decides to become the world's first flying tow truck! With the voice of Larry the Cable Guy from the popular Cars Toons series, this thrilling read-along brings all
the action to life, complete with music and sound effects. Young readers can turn the page at the sound of the chime to follow along with Mater's high flying adventure!
Read along with Disney! Lightning McQueen is suddenly pushed out of racing by a mysterious rookie who's part of a new generation of high-tech racers. Read along with word-for-word narration as he seeks
help from a trainer to get back in the game.

Introduces Lightning McQueen and other characters from Cars with some scenes in 3-D from the movie.
Join Lightning and Mater on a thrill-ride racing adventure that takes them across the globe. Based on the hit new film, Cars 2, and told through the eyes of British super-spy Finn
McMissile!
Can Leonardo battle ninja robots and keep his troublemaking brothers in line? Kids ages 2 to 5 will find out in this all-new, full-color book starring Nickelodeon’s Teenage Mutant
Ninja Turtles. This Nickelodeon Read-Along contains audio narration.
If there's a fire in Radiator Springs, Rescue Squad Mater is on the job! One day his best friend Lightning McQueen gets trapped in a burning building, and it's up to Mater to save
him.
Lightning McQueen, Mater and all their racing friends from Disney/Pixar Cars 2 star in this exciting new 3-D coloring and activity book! Boys ages 3 to 7 can color the super-cool
images, then sit back and enjoy the eye-popping 3-D action with the pair of 3-D glasses included!
Read along with Disney! Follow along with word-for-word naration as Lightning McQueen discovers the wonders and importance of having a special somebody to help lead the
way.
Celebrate the holidays with Lightning McQueen, Mater, Sally, Doc Hudson, and the rest of the cool Cars characters in this brand-new Step 1 reader.
Mater loves to have fun. But he’s not always as careful as he should be. Luckily, he has his best buddy, Lightning McQueen, to look out for him! This full-color Little Golden Book
features all the characters from the blockbuster movie Cars in an action-packed, brand-new story.
The Piston Cup is racing's most celebrated series, and Lightning McQueen is racing's most beloved competitor. Lightning is ready to take on another racing season. But there's a
storm brewing, Jackson Storm! He's a rookie next-gen racer with sophisticated high-tech capabilities that make him almost impossible to beat. With the help of a tech-savvy new
trainer named Cruz Ramirez, Lightning will work harder than ever to rise to the challenge on his journey toward victory. With more turns than the Los Angeles Motor Speedway,
Cars 3: The Deluxe Junior Novelization retells the whole exciting movie!
Mater and Lightning McQueen travel back in time to save the town of Radiator Springs in this hilarious storybook based on the Disney 2EPixar Cars Toon animated short "Time
Travel Mater!" Includes more than 30 stickers. Full color. Consumable.
Charts the turbulent history of Pixar Animation Studios in the context of the changing fortunes of computer animation, discussing the rocky early years, the volatile personal
relationships involved, and the making of the studio's innovative films.
Relive the adventure of Disney•Pixar's box-office smash hit, Cars 2, with this delightful audio-enhanced eBook featuring word-for-word narration that matches the text, sound
effects, and dialogue voiced by the original movie actors!
Mater and Lightning McQueen are ready to rock! When Mater's garage band, Mater and the Gas Caps, records a hit song, Mater becomes a rock legend. Then Lightning joins
Mater's band for the rock concert of the century!
Mater the tow truck tells race car Lightning McQueen far-fetched stories about how he used to be a daredevil, a fire truck, and a bullfighter.
It's a beautiful day, and Red the fire engine can't wait to work in his garden! But as soon as he leaves the fire station, he hears a pop, pop, pop—he needs a tune-up! But Red has
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never been to Doc's before and doesn't like the idea of being poked and prodded. Lightning McQueen and his friends do their best to convince Red to go see Doc, but nothing
they say seems to work. Will Red be able to find the courage he needs to go in for a tune-up?
In Disney's Planes and Planes: Fire and Rescue, the big-hearted crop duster Dusty Crophopper is full of dreams. In the first film, he overcomes his fear of heights to win the
Wings Around The Globe Rally. In the second, Dusty learns his damaged engine will keep him from racing, but he finds the true hero within himself working alongside firefighting
aircraft on a courageous wildfire air attack team. The Art of Planes explores the beautiful concept art that went into the development of these two inspiring stories, including
colorscripts, storyboards, character studies, sculpts, background art, and more. Insider insights from the films' artists and filmmakers, a preface by directors Bobs Gannaway and
Klay Hall, and a foreword by Chief Creative Officer John Lasseter offer an invaluable and fascinating glimpse into the creative thinking involved in the making of these companion
films. Copyright ©2014 Disney Enterprises, Inc. All rights reserved.
Mater always has an outrageous story to tell his friends. From a drift race through Tokyo and a bulldozer fight in Spain to a fire-squad rescue misson and a stunt jump across Carburetor Canyon, Mater’s tall
tales make his friends wonder. . . . Was he really a world-champion monster truck wrestler? Even Mater’s best friend, Lightning McQueen, isn’t quite sure—although he’s part of each wild adventure! To add
to the fun, all nine Cars Toons feature full-color images on every page.
Mater tells a tall tale about how he used to wrestle monster trucks, in a book with 3-D graphics.
Don't miss this definitive guide to the biggest, baddest competition in the world! Take a look under the hood and learn what it takes to make these massive trucks go, get the inside scoop on the oldest rivalries
among the teams, and take a crash course from Monster Jam University, where ordinary drivers become superstars. It's all here in the Monster Jam Official Guidebook, which comes complete with a giant,
double-sided poster! A must-have for fans and future drivers alike!
Lightning McQueen is back in action and ready to prove he is the world's fastest car. Along with best friend, Mater, Lightning sets off on a global adventure of a lifetime. This fast-paced, enlightening junior
novel retells the entire story of Disney/Pixar movie: Cars 2.
Relive the thrilling story of Cars 3 with this storybook, featuring action-packed sound effects, word-for-word narration, and original movie character voices!
Blaze and the Monster Machines is Nickelodeon's new animated action-adventure series! It stars Blaze, a problem-solving truck that can transform into multiple machines, and his best friend and driver, AJ.
This action-packed book is sure to thrill kids. This Nickelodeon read-along contains audio narration.
It's Easter in Radiator Springs and no one is more excited than Mater. He can't wait for the Easter Buggy to fill his tire with goodies such as lugnuts and coolant. But his best friend Lightning McQueen is
worried that Mater's holiday will be ruined when Mater wakes up to find that his Easter tire is empty.
Mater the tow truck tells race car Lightning McQueen far-fetched stories about how he used to be a rockstar, a UFO, and a drifting king.
There's a fuel bandit on the loose in Radiator Springs, and that means the town's postal trucks can't deliver the cars' Christmas letters to Santa Car! But Mater is determined to get his letter to Santa. Luckily,
Fillmore has just enough of his special Christmas gasoline for Mater and Lightning McQueen to make the trek to the North Pole, while the rest of the town investigates the mysterious missing fuel. But when
Mater finally meets Santa Car, he learns that Christmas might be cancelled this year...unless Mater and Lightning can save the day! In this new version of the already classic story, Mater Saves Christmas
comes to life with a read-along audio-enhanced eBook that retells the adventure-filled tale.
Pixar Animation Studios presents The Art of Cars 3, a behind-the-scenes look at the concept art from the latest film in the popular Cars series. Fascinating storyboards, full-color pastels, digital paintings, and
more offer a unique perspective into the beloved world of Lightning McQueen and his friends, new and old. With a preface by John Lasseter, foreword by director Brian Fee, and an introduction by production
designers Bill Cone and Jay Shuster, The Art of Cars 3 is a scenic road trip through a masterfully animated film. Copyright ©2017 Disney Enterprises, Inc. and Pixar. All rights reserved.
Join Woody and Buzz Lightyear for their first adventure! Woody the cowboy is Andy's favorite toy. But when a high-tech newcomer named Buzz Lightyear becomes Andy's new favorite, Woody and Buzz will
end up on an adventure like no other!
After Mater and Lightning McQueen hear a mysterious sound one night, they decide to investigate. But when they can't figure out where it's coming from, Radiator Springs suddenly becomes very spooky!
Disney•Pixar's Cars fans will love this all-new Step 2 reader featuring all of their favorite characters.
When a moon buggy gets stuck in a space crater, NASCA needs a tow truck with the right stuff to bring him back to Earth. Now it's up to Mater to save the stranded auto-naut! This enhanced eBook includes
word-for-word narration, sound effects, and the character voices from the Cars Toon!
In the tradition of the smash hits Toy Story, A Bug's Life, Toy Story 2, Monsters, Inc., Finding Nemo, and The Incredibles comes the newest film from Pixar Animation Studios, Cars, the story of a race car who
learns that it's not all about the fast lane. (In fact, life begins at the off-ramp.) Offering an insider's view into the artistic development of Cars, this gorgeously illustrated book celebrates the whimsical yet
painstaking research that fueled Pixar's directors, production designers, and artists. Fascinating storyboards, full-color pastels, on-the-road snapshots, and hundreds of character sketches reveal the origins of
Pixar's charming and clever automobile-based world. Gleaned from the team's trips to racetracks and down the famed Route 66, The Art of Cars is as colorful as its memorable story and characters, making
this book—the only movie tie-in for adults—a spirited ride down the road of a masterful animated feature film. Cars is a Walt Disney Pictures presentation of a Pixar Animation Studios film. 2006 by Disney
Enterprises, Inc./Pixar Animation Studios. All rights reserved.
Read along with Disney! Holley, Finn, Lightning, and Mater are having a great time as the Queen's special guests at the Royal Ballƒuntil the Crown Jewels are stolen right in front of them! Follow along with
the word-for-word narration as Holley leads the others on a wild chase through London to catch the thief and save the day.
Mater and Lightning McQueen team-up to track down runaway tractors in this all-new Little Golden Book featuring all of your favorite characters from Disney/Pixar Cars. It's a must-have for children ages 3-7!
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